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1 Introduction

By and large, humans act and do not simply behave, and the distinction can be stark

in some cases and less defined in others. It’s most pronounced when planned behavior

is compared to reflexive behavior. When the doctor taps my knee and it flies up, I’m

not acting, but merely behaving. Later when I’m practicing free throws, I bend the

same knee, but I’m trying to move it and I’m monitoring its motion to perfect my

shot. I’m acting.

In the middle are trickier cases, such as when I tap my feet to the beat of a song.

Here I seem to be behaving more than acting, but it’s close. On the other side of

the line is a case like this: I’m working on my paper, but get up for a glass of water

without any premeditation. Here I seem to be acting more than behaving, but not

by much.

The word “action” is vague in English, so I’ll use the somewhat redundant label

“intentional action” for the main concern of this paper. Within this category I am

including most human behavior – everything from practicing my basketball shot to

getting a glass of water, but excluding accidents and reflexive behavior.

What is intentional action? An answer to that question is worth finding because

it connects to reasons. One incomplete but plausible formulation of the connection

is that intentional action is behavior that is performed for a reason. In the effort to

follow up on that lead, many philosophers have supposed that intentional action is

behavior that is caused by some collection of mental states. In this paper I want to

propose looking at intentional action and so reasons in a different way.

First, I argue that causal theories of intentional action are deficient. I develop

the core of my argument by evaluating Donald Davidson’s representative Humean

theory in light of his mountain climber example and weak-willed actions. These two

examples show that not only are deviant causal chains a problem, but that the most

natural way to address them is unsuccessful. I then look at more recent attempts to

defend the causal theory in terms of intentions and conclude that they suffer from

the same difficulties.

In response to these troubles, I introduce a fairly drastic solution and then show

how it can be made less so. My more controversial proposal is that perception is what

I’ll call fully enriched, meaning that an agent directly perceives valued action possibil-
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ities. On this view, intentional action can be explained as behavior that is guided by

perception rather than caused by mental states. Then I argue for an amendment that

achieves the same effect for less. Specifically, I claim that an adequate theory of in-

tentional action can get by with a milder type of rich perception if it is supplemented

by an appreciation of the way that imagination is related to practical deliberation

and to reasons.

2 Reasons and Intentional Actions

There is a link between intentional action, acting for reasons, and action explanations

in terms of reasons. If I ask someone, “why did you do that?” I’m not asking for

an explanation of the neuron firings that initiated the action, but rather a reason

explanation that puts the behavior in a rational light. I want to understand what value

the agent “saw” in the action and why she favored it. 1 A successful answer to the

why-question will involve the agent’s evaluation of her behavior as worth performing.

But the mere fact that an agent favors some piece of behavior is not sufficient for

the behavior to count as action. Someone who wants to stretch her leg for exercise,

but extends it due to the doctor’s tapping it with a knee hammer has not acted.

Though she takes there to be reason to stretch, she does not act for that reason; she

acts out of reflex. Therefore, sufficient conditions for intentional actions will answer

two questions. First (1), what is it for an agent to favor an action? And second (2),

in virtue of what does the agent act for or on a reason? More simply, what is the

“for” relationship when an agent acts for a reason?

Donald Davidson answers both of these questions in a series of papers that he

wrote starting in 1963. I explicate his view below because it is influential and for that

reason representative.

To answer (1) Davidson puts forth a Humean theory that is by now well-known.

On this theory, a “primary reason” is the combination of a desire and suitably related

belief which together explain action by rationalizing the agent’s behavior. 2

Desires are psychological states which vary in strength and object. They are also

dispositions to cause action when coupled with a belief. For example, a desire for

fame is a disposition to act in ways that the agent believes will result in fame.
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Because desires are dispositions to cause action, Davidson answers the second

question – how does an agent act for a reason – causally. An agent acts for a reason

when that reason causes the action that it recommends. For example, I act on my

reason to go to my friend’s house if my desire to see him combined with the belief

that he is at home causes me to visit him. My reason (desire-belief pair) is causally

efficacious and so I act for it.

The view that a causally efficacious desire-belief pair is sufficient for action is

threatened by Davidson’s own mountain climber example. A mountaineer is holding

the rope of his friend, and has the desire to relieve himself of the weight of his partner

as well as the belief that loosening his grip will do so. The climber has an appropriate

desire-belief pair, and under Davidson’s theory, action is the causal result of those two

mental states. However, in the example, the climber is so shocked by his cowardly

desire-belief pair that he drops the rope involuntarily. 3 His releasing the rope is

caused by the desire and the belief, and so is counted as an intentional action by the

causal theory when it is clearly accidental. Therefore, the causal efficacy of a desire

and belief is not sufficient for action.

A desire and belief must cause behavior “in the right way” to be action, and the

pressing question is: what is the right way? Davidson thought the question could not

be answered in causal terms. 4

Others have been undeterred from trying to characterize the “right way” in causal

terms, often by adding new links to the causal chain. For instance, some have been

drawn to the idea that action is the causal result of a desire and belief that acts

through an episode of practical reasoning. 5

Practical judgments then inherit the dual role that was previously assigned to

single reasons, that of rationalizing action as well as causing it. Practical judgments

fulfill the rationalizing role by deciding the question of what ought to be done on

the basis of reasons, and they fulfill the explanatory role by being constituted by a

causally decisive group of desires. 6 Davidson makes this point with his famous P2,

“If an agent judges that it would be better to do x than to do y, then he wants to do

x more than he wants to do y.” 7

If action requires a practical judgment, then the mountain climber example can

be rightly treated as an instance of accidental behavior. Unfortunately, the move to
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causation by practical judgment in place of causation by a desire-belief pair does not

deliver the promised advance. Instead, new problems arise.

A small problem is that most actions are undertaken without reaching any judg-

ment at all, such as when I walk to the refrigerator for a drink or tell a joke. Nonethe-

less, these actions are intentional, and an amendment that relies on practical judgment

says they aren’t.

A more decisive strike against making practical judgment necessary for action

comes from the existence of weak-willed actions – intentional actions that conflict

with the agent’s best judgment about what to do. Here’s an example. I’m working at

my house in Boston on Friday afternoon, and I get a call from my friend in Hartford.

He tells me to visit so we can go out. I reply that I’m working and won’t be able to

make it, but then I hang up the phone, get in my car, and drive to Hartford. I don’t

change my mind – I still think its better to stay – and I don’t make any mistakes of

reasoning. I sincerely judge that I should stay home and work, yet I go. 8

Actions like my trip to Hartford undermine the proposal that an intentional action

must be caused by an appropriate piece of practical reasoning. In my case, I reason

that I should stay home and work, but I nonetheless go to Hartford intentionally. The

tempting default response, and one which I think is sometimes made in the literature,

is to say that the weak agent is overwhelmed by a desire. 9 Though I judged in

favor of staying home, a desire impelled me to go to Hartford. But remember, this

response has been foreclosed by the mountain climber example. Practical judgment

was introduced to bolster the causal account due to the failure of desires and beliefs to

causally account for action. To then explain weak-willed action as a renegade desire

goes back on that earlier lesson.

Davidson tries to meet this last objection with an account of weak-willed action

that is compatible with the claim that a practical judgment is necessary for action.
10 The basic outline of his reply is that an agent’s judgment about what to do is not,

in fact, violated by weak-willed action.

The details of his proposal are as follows. A weak-willed agent, by judging in favor

of φing and then θing, only ostensibly acts against her practical judgment. What is

really happening is that an agent issues two successive judgments that ordinarily

match but are at odds in weak-willed action. First, the agent judges in favor of
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φing relative to all of her reasons: “φing is best given a, b, c . . . ” If continent,

the agent would obey what Davidson calls the principle of continence – that it is

rational to follow one’s all-things-considered judgment – and so judge that she ought

to φ simpliciter : “φing is best.” When weak, the agent does not make that rational

transition. Instead, she disregards the principle of continence and reasons from “φing

is best given a, b, c . . . ” to “θing is best.” Thus, an agent’s (unconditional) practical

judgment is decisive after all, even in weakness. The only judgment that is violated

is a limited, conditional judgment. 11

There are many problems with this account, but I’ll provide two. The first is more

damaging and the second is more diagnostic.

First, Davidson’s account of weakness is arbitrary. Why think that continent

actions involve making two types of judgment in rapid succession when it seems

that agents only make one (i.e., the type that answers the question “what should I

do?”). Even if there are two types of practical judgments, it is inadequate to treat

all instances of weakness as cases of mistaken reasoning from one to the other. For

one thing, it’s unlikely that weakness would be as prevalent as it seems to be if it

involved violating a principle as obvious as the principle of continence. Also, my going

to Hartford seems to be a straightforward violation of my unconditional judgment in

favor of staying home to work. 12 To claim otherwise is to dilute the phenomenon of

weakness.

Second and more diagnostically, Davidson’s solution doesn’t match up with the

phenomenology of being strong-willed. Agents try to avoid acting weakly by exerting

willpower, which involves wrestling with a characteristic, reluctant, grinding feeling,

and this feeling underlies the everyday distinction between things we want to do and

those we don’t.

Yet none of this phenomenology describes an agent who, as Davidson would have

it, is trying to follow a rational principle. In fact, it seems that willed rationality

is either impossible or, at the least, without any distinctive feeling at all. Affirming

the consequent feels no different than concluding a proper modus ponens and, corre-

spondingly, there is no feeling that comes with correcting an error. If I realize that

I did affirm the consequent, I just correct it. I don’t have to will myself to correct

it. But if that’s true, then making the rationally mandated move from one type of
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judgment to another can’t feel like anything, much less the struggle that usually ac-

companies willpower. In other words, willpower feels like the exercise of a skill, not

phenomenologically inert reasoning. I return to this clue in the next section.

Let me take stock. I’ve argued that acting for a reason cannot be understand

causally. Deviant causal chains prevent the success of the analysis, and adverting to

practical reason is unsuccessful given the existence of weak-willed actions.

The literature on action has tried to moved beyond this pair of counterexamples,

but it hasn’t gone too far. The two solutions post-Davidson involve either upholding

desire-belief reductionism about intentions and so trying to find a more elaborate set

of conditions on their causal efficacy, or else introducing a sui generis mental state

that is not reducible to desires and beliefs. 13 I will look at the latter, more popular

strategy.

Defenders of the view that intentions are genuine mental states argue that practi-

cal reasoning does not terminate, as Davidson thought it did, with an unconditional

evaluative judgment about what to do. Instead, intentional action is the causal upshot

of a further, non-evaluative mental state: an intention. 14 Desires are dispositions

to cause intentions and an intention, as Alfred Mele puts it, “initiates and motiva-

tionally sustains intentional action; it guides and monitors behavior; it coordinates

one’s activities, including one’s interactions with others; and it can both prompt and

suitably terminate practical reasoning.” 15

Intentions solve the original climber problem if desire-belief pairs must cause be-

havior by first causing an intention. The climber’s rope-release is not caused by an

intention and so is accidental. But doesn’t this just push the problem forward one

iteration? Why can’t the example be reformulated in terms of an intention deviantly

causing behavior? It can, but intentions are supposed to be able to handle such a

reformulation by grounding a new necessary condition on action: that an intention to

φ proximately cause φing. 16 Applied to the reformulated climber example, the prox-

imity requirement claims that if the climber was startled into dropping the rope by his

intention to drop it, the resulting behavior is not action because his surprise causes

the behavior and not the intention itself. Intention is distally but not proximally

operative. If the argument goes through, the causal theory is saved.

There are many problems with this response. First, it’s not very helpful. The
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causal theorist started off by promising an account of intentional action, and though

the use of intentions preserves the commitment to causation, it does so only by packing

the thornier, more subtle features of intentional action (like the guidedness of such

actions) into a sui generis mental state. What is this mental state like and what is

constitutive of being in it? Before, I said that action had to be caused by mental

states in the right way, and intentions won’t illuminate the right way if the content of

such states is “presides over behavior in such a way as to make it an action.” Packing

intentions with a variety of features just describes what we need a theory of: being

in a state of action.

Second, the notion of proximity cannot be coherently used to rule out the deviant

cases that threaten the causal view, and this is because the question of how causally

“close” one event is to another is just as arbitrary as trying to describe how many

“links” a given causal chain has. Both depend on the description that is given.

Say I release the rope of my climbing partner intentionally. One could say that my

intention caused the rope release, or one could say that the intention caused nerves

to fire in a certain way which caused my fingers to relax. Does the fact that the

intention caused nerve firings, which in turn caused my fingers to relax, mean that

my rope-releasing was not proximally caused by the intention and so not an action?

Of course not, but then what is the proper specification of proximity?

I don’t think one can be given. Consider another case in which my nerves become

dulled to the point of inoperability and so scientists run a wire from my brain to a

small computer in my arm which then connects to my fingers. The computer mirrors

the signals that my nerves would have ordinarily produced and so allows me to control

my fingers in the normal way. Does the fact that the computer has to receive signals

and amplify them to reach my fingers count as a new link in the causal chain? If so,

then my prosthesis renders me incapable of performing actions on the current theory

because intentions would only distally cause behavior.

A defender of the causal view might respond that though my examples involve

intervening causal links between intention and behavior, none of them are intervening

mental states. The view could be clarified to claim that an intention must not cause

behavior by first causing some other mental state.

However, requiring the absence of intervening mental states is too strong. A
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variation of weak-willed action makes the point. Pretend that I judge I should φ but

nonetheless form an intention to θ. If my θing comes about as a causal result of my

intention to θ, then the current proposal says my action is intentional. So far so good,

but what about situations where forming an intention causes me to change my mind?

Pretend that I judge that I should φ, but, as in cases of weakness, nevertheless

form an intention to θ, which in turn causes me to judge in favor of θing which in

turn causes me to θ (see below).

1. I ought to φ. Practical judgment.

2. I will θ. Intention contrary to judgment.

3. I ought to θ New practical judgment.

4. Behavior. (θing)

In this example, an intention causes action only indirectly, by first causing a

reversal in judgment, which then causes behavior. The proximity proposal must say

that my θing is not intentional because it was caused by a judgment and not an

intention, but that result seems wrong.

Here’s an example that supports my dissatisfaction. I’m speaking to a group of

people and I first judge that I shouldn’t bring up a sensitive topic, but then form

an intention to do so anyway (weakly), which in turn causes me to reconsider the

situation and so judge that I should bring up the sensitive topic. The judgment then

causes me to bring it up.

If intentions must cause action directly (not by first causing some other mental

state), then my behavior in this situation must be considered unintentional, and any

attempt to weaken the proximity requirement to allow for intentions to cause action

by first causing a judgment would have no way of saying why intentions that cause

behavior through nervousness wouldn’t be instances of intentional action as well. Any

attempt to allow for behavior causation by judgments but not by nervousness-due-

to-intentions would require a non-causal gloss of the “right way” for one mental state

to result in action. The “for” problem would remain.

In summary, I’ve looked at the original mountain climber challenge posed by

Davidson and concluded that recent attempts to deal with the problem have been

unsuccessful. This is not to say that they could never succeed, but it does seem that
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the same problems crop up with every attempt to dodge them. A different approach

is worth exploring.

3 Perception and Imagination

The last section was all puzzles and no answers, and so a second look is needed.

Return to the mountain climber example. What goes wrong in that case? The

climber is caused to drop the rope by his desire to drop it in combination with his

belief that loosening his grip could accomplish that goal and, as I’ve agreed, these

mental states are not operating in their normal way. The normal way for these states

to initiate action is without any announcement of their presence. When I get up to

get a drink of water, there is no alarm that goes off telling me that I have a desire or

that it is being activated. I can, while I’m typing or reading, make note of the fact

that I’m getting thirsty and temporarily push that desire aside, but in most cases,

action begins without breaking my attention on the task at hand.

I think it’s worth taking these vague clues about attentional focus seriously and

investigating a neglected theoretical category: perception.

Tim Scanlon starts to go in this direction when he says that one does not register

reasons in an all or nothing way, but rather appreciates them to different degrees

depending on how vividly one perceives them. He writes the following.

One can have a strong and recurrent tendency to see something as a

reason for acting (under ones present circumstances) even though ones

firm considered opinion is that it is not (under the circumstances) such a

reason. . . . Even when desire in the directed-attention sense runs contrary

to our reason (that is to say, our judgment) in this way, however, it remains

true that the motivational force of these states lies in a tendency to see

some consideration as a reason. 17

It’s not clear how metaphorically he intends the language about sight to be taken.

At the most metaphorical, Scanlon might mean that we can be mistaken about what

reasons there are depending on the circumstances of our deliberation, just as we can

be mistaken about what is in front of us when it’s dark or we’re at a bad angle. The
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language about perception would just be a way of flagging the fact that our judgment

can be faulty. If that’s the case though, weakness of the will must be understood as

behavior that does not match the reasons there are, but weakness is stronger: it is a

mismatch between behavior and what reasons the agent thinks there are.

More literally, Scanlon might mean that taking there to be a reason for action

is a perceptual state. I’m not concerned with settling the interpretive question, but

defending this second more literal interpretation – that taking there to be a reason is

a perceptual matter.

To understand what it would mean to perceive a reason, I propose starting small,

by first looking at how perception contains more than just low-level properties like

lines, shapes, and colors. It’s packed – enriched – with high-level properties as well,

one example being possibilities for action. 18

James Gibson’s original study of animal perception concluded that what he called

affordances were real aspects of perception so that things like rocks, holes, and trees

are perceived as hiding places, escape routes, and things to climb. 19 Human percep-

tion contains affordances as well such as “place to sit,” “dance floor,” and “passing

lane.” Ordinary examples abound. Contrast navigating a familiar area of town and

a new location. When moving around the former, one is at “at home” with the sur-

roundings meaning that possibilities for action that it offers can be readily perceived.

One can “get on to I-93,” “take a detour,” or “grab one’s favorite food.” By contrast,

an unfamiliar area closes off such thinking. Getting anywhere requires a much more

intensive process – “turn left and then right” – and getting lost is much easier. Driv-

ing a car is another example. While driving, there is no inference from some set of

low-level properties – like the space available in the next lane or the size and speed of

an approaching car – to the conclusion that one can change lanes. Instead, one sees

the possibility to move over. 20

Crucially, perception contains possibilities for action by automatically integrating

the relevant information. Someone driving a bus sees possibilities to change lanes just

as much as someone driving a sedan, but the conditions for a successful lane change

are very different for both drivers.

The difference between perceived action possibilities is even more striking in cases

of skill difference. A novice mountain climber might not see a way to keep climbing
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where an experienced or stronger climber might perceive footholds and handholds

and so see “a way to the top.” For the veteran climber, the mountain is given to her

in a way that accords with her size, technique, and strength. Similarly, the beginning

basketball player will not see a play developing in the way that a veteran player

will. The advanced player’s perception of an unfolding play will be filled with extra

percepts like “passing lane,” “place to set a pick,” or “shooting opportunity,” and

the non-inferential presence of these features is what allows such rapid and seamless

decision-making.

The claim that action possibilities are perceived directly is still a far cry from

the claim that reasons are too, mainly because reasons are evaluative. It’s one thing

to say that perception contains more than we thought and that agents can directly

perceive action possibilities, but another thing entirely to say that some of the action

possibilities call out to be done or come with a label that says “ought to be performed.”

Nonetheless, I’ll argue the case that evaluations are given in perception and explain

how this claim, if true, would help understand acting for a reason. Then I argue that

there is a weaker way to understand acting for a reason that does not require placing

evaluations in perception. I also claim that my weaker alternative can make better

sense of practical deliberation and willpower.

My argument for thinking that values could be given in perception rests on an

analogy between the perception of action possibilities and finding something funny,

which is one type of evaluation. Take this Navajo joke included in Jerry Palmer’s

study of humor:

A Navajo man out hunting is surprised by a rainstorm and takes shelter

in a cave. After a while a coyote does the same, and doesn’t notice the

man. The man goes up to the coyote, approaching him from behind, and

speaks to him. The coyote falls down dead. 21

I don’t find this joke very funny. Why not? Well, I don’t “get it,” and I think this

phrase is revealing. What is there to get, and what does “getting it” consist in? My

answer is that when we get a joke, we directly perceive its humor in the same way

that we see possibilities for action. Conventional wisdom about humor bears this out.

Just as we have a sense of touch and a sense of sight, we have a sense of humor, and

like eyesight, we speak about the good sense of humor that some people have, while
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freely commenting about those who have trouble seeing the lighter side of things.

Everyday expressions aside, there are other reasons to treat humor as a type of

perception. One is that humor, like some aspects of perception, is very resistant to

conceptual elaboration. To find a joke funny, one needs to know the concepts that are

involved (lawyer jokes aren’t funny without knowing what a lawyer is), but concepts

are not enough. Even if one understand all the words being used in a joke one has to

go beyond them to the second, humorous meaning of the joke in order to “get it.” Or

more, one “had to be there.” Perception is the same way. It’s impossible to explain

the color red to someone using words, one has to “get” the concept or be there to see

the exact shade that others are talking about.

These points apply to the Navajo joke. When I read it, I understood how the joke

worked. I knew that the coyote symbolized cleverness, and that the joke was designed

to create absurdity by juxtaposing the coyote’s symbolic role in Navajo culture with

his surprised position, but nonetheless I didn’t find the joke funny, and this is because

this information only helped me judge that the joke was supposed to be funny, which

is different than finding it funny, which requires seeing its humor. If I don’t get it, no

explanation can help me, and in fact, further explanation usually makes a joke even

less humorous.

There is a another analogy to possibilities for action. What action possibilities

an agent sees depends on her training and skills, and what jokes someone finds funny

depends on her life experiences. Palmer writes,

Once we are told this [about the coyote’s role in Navajo culture], we can

probably see why the Navajo would find the story funny, but even with

this information it seems difficult to imagine someone brought up outside

this culture actually being amused by the story. What is missing is not

simply a piece of information...but an entire culture. 22

What Palmer calls an entire culture can be less dramatically labeled as a group of

experiences, and it’s a well known that people find different things funny depending

on their life experiences. What we perceive as possible depends on our skills, and

what we perceive as valuable depends on our competency with our life experiences.

One could say that jokes are like a demonstrative sentence that points to a partic-

ular configuration of values. If you say “that’s hideous” and I can’t see what you’re
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talking about, then I can’t make sense of the sentence. If I tell a joke, but you aren’t

familiar with the life experiences that animate it, then you can’t see what the joke is

about and so “don’t get it.”

If humor is given in perception, then other values could be as well, and some action

possibilities might come with “ought to perform” labels on them after all. If that’s

true, then intentional actions, even weak or spontaneous actions, can be understood

as responses to action possibilities that are perceived as valuable. 23

This is superior to causal accounts because though perception can cause behavior

(as when a bright light causes me to squint), its role in action is usually more involved;

perception guides action. For example, moving one’s head right causes everything in

the visual field to shift to the left. This is not to deny that perception is a causal

process, it obviously is, but it is mediated by the way that objects are represented,

which is to say, non-causally in terms of the actions that they make possible. Thus,

possible actions are contained in perception, but perception is also contained in action:

there is a type of phenomenology that accompanies intentional action.

More responsive to the way I originally formulated the question, intentional action

is behavior that is guided by an action possibility that is perceived to be valuable. We

can now recast Scanlon’s earlier comments in a non-metaphorical way. Judgment is

superseded in weak-willed action because the results of deliberation are overtaken by

a perception in favor of an alternative action possibility. The perception then guides

execution of the action and provides the distinctive feeling that accompanies actions

but not accidents.

The use of fully-enriched perception is a defensible way to account for intentional

action, but the cost may appear to be too high. If there were a way to exploit

perception’s tight relationship to action without requiring that it be fully enriched,

then the overall position would be more attractive.

The way to accomplish that goal is not to claim that intentional action is guided

by reasons that are given in perception, but that intentional actions are those that

execute reasons that are available in imagination. I’ll explain this idea and it connect

it to some of the themes of this essay.

Cognitive scientists and psychologists have found that an agent’s imagination of

an action and the actual performance of that action are deeply related. Imagining
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oneself performing an action – what I will call a simulation – activates some of the

same perceptual and motor regions of the brain as the performance of that same

action. 24 They also help simulate perceptual cues that are integrated with inference-

making and spatial orientation. 25

Above, I argued that partially enriched perception (perception that only contains

action possibilities) was not enough, by itself, to explain intentional action because it

lacked an evaluative dimension. For an agent to act on a reason requires not just that

her conduct be guided in a certain way, but that she take the action to be worth doing.

The importance of evaluation precipitated my defense of the claim that perception

was fully enriched with possibilities for action as well as their relative valuations.

However, the need for fully enriched perception could be eliminated by placing

evaluation in imagination rather than in perception. An agent facing several possibil-

ities for action would not single one out by seeing its value, but rather, by imagining

it as valuable while simulating herself performing it. Intentional action would then be

understood as behavior that is guided by an action possibility that the agent imagines

as valuable. Put another way, an action is behavior that the agent has simulated in

an evaluative mode, as one might imagine one’s ideal golf swing as a type of practice.
26 Actions simulations are evaluatively loaded rehearsals of action possibilities.

Of course, the imagining itself is not an action, but precedes action as a preview.

Also, the simulation may be introspectively vivid or not, but its presence is supported

by an agent’s foreknowledge of their intentional actions. Some have tried to explain

this fact by claiming that an intentional actor has a belief about what type of behavior

she will engage in. On the view I’m elaborating, an agent does not have beliefs

about what she will do, but rather experiences the continuity between the imagined

action and the subsequent behavior, and this experience is grounded in the close

phenomenological link between action and action simulation. We are not surprised

by our actions, but not because we know they are coming in the same way that we

know the bus is coming, but because they are of a phenomenological piece with our

simulation of the action. Simulation seamlessly leads to performance.

Imagination sheds light on the power of practical deliberation. When an agent

deliberates she is evaluating potential actions by imagining their consequences, but

she is also revising what she values as well as unlocking new actions altogether.
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After being slighted, one can respond with immediate anger, but deliberating about

how to respond can reveal new options such as first counting to ten or planning

revenge. What is unique about practical deliberation is that it is a kind of controlled

or rationally guided imagination. Daydreams and flights of fancy can result in all sorts

of imaginings, but practical deliberation is imagination that is aimed at deciding the

question of what to do and is therefore guided by various judgments and inferential

connections. 27

Importantly, I have claimed that reasons are previewed actions that are imagined

as valuable, but not judged as valuable. This is because, as we saw, a judgment about

what to do is not necessary for intentional action (weak-willed action), and the account

I’ve been building accommodates that fact. Practical deliberation is rationally guided

imagination and judgments are one way that an agent helps summarize and guide her

thoughts, but they are not the same as an imagined action; they are only a scaffolding

or a prompt on which constructions of actions are built. I may judge that I should

go running on a stormy day, but be unable to visualize myself running in the cold

rain (compare this with the phrase “I can’t see myself doing that.”). Our practical

judgments usually move in unison with the options we take to be open to us as well as

their relative value, but the guidance offered by our explicit reasoning is incomplete,

and sometimes our imagination “runs away” and we act against our judgments about

what to do.

A final virtue of understanding action and practical deliberation in terms of imag-

ination is that it explains willpower. In the previous section, I disagreed with David-

son’s claim that weakness is a mistake of reasoning because it seemed to have the

phenomenology of a failed skill. I treated this as a clue about what goes wrong

when an agent acts weakly. If practical deliberation is imaginative, then there is an

attractive account of willpower: an agent exerting willpower is trying to guide her

imagination to match her practical judgment. Sometimes an attempt to use imag-

ination to stay committed to one’s judgment fails and when it does, the agent acts

weakly.

As a bonus, this account of willpower also straightforwardly incorporates psycho-

logical findings in which agents can exert more willpower depending on how they

imagine the source of temptation. In a famous experiment, children who are asked
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to imagine marshmallows as clouds are able to refrain from eating them for longer

periods of time in order to achieve a bigger reward. 28 How we imagine our options

is crucial to how effectively we can pursue them.

In this section, I’ve tried to outline two ways that perception could be theorized

as playing a crucial role in intentional actions. If perception is fully enriched, then

intentional action is behavior that is guided by the perception of a valuable action

possibility. If perception is only partially enriched, then intentional action is behav-

ior that is guided by a perceived action possibility that the agent has simulated as

valuable.

4 Conclusion

Intentional action is behavior that is performed for a reason, but the nature of the

“for” relationship has prompted philosophical attention.

Causal theories claim that a reason is made up of certain mental states and that

an agent acts for that reason when the reason is the cause of behavior. The view is

plausible, but due to the possibility of deviant causal chains, a careful specification

of the order and composition of the links in the causal chain is needed. I have argued

that such a specification cannot be given because intentional action is world-directed,

non-inferential, and controlled. Causal chains, no matter how elaborate, will leave

this phenomenology out.

Perception is a better place to look for explaining intentional action because of its

close relationship to the guidance of behavior. If perception is fully enriched with both

possibilities for, and evaluations of, action, then intentional action can be explained

as behavior that is guided by perception.

However, there is a less controversial way to exploit the link between action and

perception. Rather than saying that certain percepts are given as valuable or not, it

is possible to say that intentional action are guided by action possibilities that the

agent imagines as valuable.

Giving imagination a place in a theory of intentional action is attractive because

it makes use of cognitive science, explains willpower, and treats practical deliberation

as a rich combination of judgment, creativity, and skill.
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Notes

1See Audi (1993, 145-149) for a thorough discussion of the relationship between intentional action,

reasons, and action explanations.
2Davidson (1980, 40). See also, Bittner (2001, 5-9).
3Davidson (1980, 79).
4(79-80).
5Bishop (1989).
6The relationship between desires and practical judgment could potentially complicate things.

One could think that a Humean agent who judges “I ought to φ” thinks “φing will contribute to the

satisfaction of a weighted most of my desires.” This is a flawed interpretation because then there

would be no explanation of the close connection between judgment and action; an agent might often

be wrong about what will satisfy the most of her desires and so do something else. Judgment would

be a kind of epiphenomenon. The more plausible interpretation is that for an agent who judges “I

ought to φ” it is the case that φing will – given the agent’s current beliefs – maximally satisfy the

agent’s desires.
7Davidson (1980, 23). He also writes “But if we postulate a strong desire from which he acted,

then on the theory, we also attribute to the agent a strong judgment that the action is desirable”

(32).
8Pears (1982) and Mele (1987) refer to this as “last-ditch akrasia” and “strict incontinence,”

respectively, because a judgment terminates my practical deliberation, and so there is no possibility

of explaining my weakness by a mistake of reasoning.
9See e.g., Smith (1994, 154-155).

10His answer has been adopted by some and criticized by others. Bishop (1989) largely adopts

Davidson’s position, while Bratman (1979) supplements it and Henden (2004) adjusts it. Watson

(1977), Kennett (2001) and Mele (1987) criticize his account. For a summary of the debate see

Walker (1989).
11Davidson (1980, 32-42).
12See Mele (1987), Pears (1982), and Henden (2004, 59). Kennett (2001, 44-46) also makes this

point in addition to many others directed at Davidson.
13For the former strategy, see Davis (1984) and for the latter strategy see e.g., Mele (1992),

Bratman (1979, 1987), and Charles (1983).
14See Bratman (1979).
15(1992, 145).
16Brand (1984, 20) writes “An adequate causal theory must preclude the possibility of these types

of interventions [wayward causal chains]: there can be no causal space between the mental antecedent

and the beginning of the physiological chain. That is, on an adequate Causal Theory, the mental

antecedent must proximately cause the physiological chain leading to overt behavior.” Mele (1992,

ch. 10, 177) expresses what I take to be his allegiance to the proximity view.
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17(1998, 40).
18See Gibson (1986), White (2007, unpublished), and Fajen (2005).
19See Fajen (2005, 732). He writes. “For example, a 1 m ledge affords stepping down for an

adult but not for a small child, and a wall affords climbing for many insects but not for humans.

That the environment affords such actions is, in and of itself, a trivial statement. The innovation

in Gibson’s theory of affordances is that these are real properties of the animal environment system

that are directly perceived (Turvey 1992). From an ecological perspective, affordances are what the

environment of an animal means to that animal. In other words, meaning does not originate in the

observer’s head, but is out there to be perceived by detecting information about affordances.”
20White (2007).
21Palmer (1994, 150).
22(1994, 150).
23This is more or less the position of White (unpublished, 2007), and his influence on this paper

has been enormous, for which I am thankful.
24See Schwartz and Heiser (2006) for a broad survey of the role of imagination in learning. Hesslow

(2002) is a helpful introduction to the ‘simulation hypothesis’ according to which conscious thought

is a simulation of action. My argument does not rely on a particular model of consciousness, but

that paper summarizes the relevant findings concerning mental imagery.
25See e.g., Schwartz and Black (1999).
26See e.g., Shelley et al. (1998) for an account of how action imagination enhances sports perfor-

mance as well as a discussion of imagination more generally.
27Cf. Williams (1997, 365), who writes of an agent, “. . . he may think he has reason to promote

some development because he has not exercised his imagination enough about what it would be like

if it came about. In his unaided deliberative reason, or encouraged by the persuasions of others, he

may come to have some more concrete sense of what would be involved, and lose his desire for it,

just as, positively, the imagination can create new possibilities and new desires.”
28Mischel and Metcalfe (1999). See also Kuhl (1984) for a discussion of other cognitive approaches

to self-control and Gollwitzer (2008) for evidence that imagining how one will accomplish a goal

increases motivation for performing the required action.
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